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Having a proud history of being a prominent trade route and some beautiful beaches, Diu is located
in the Saurashtra Peninsula of Gujarat and is famous for its beaches, and war time buildings. Its
beauty and history has always attracted tourists which have led to boom in tourism and hence a
number of budget and luxury hotels in Diu have developed in this region.

Nagoa Beach, Ghoghla Beach, Jallandhar Beach, Churches, Fortim-do-Mar, INS Khukri Memorial
and lovely forests laden with Hoka Trees are the tourist attractins of the region. There are a number
of Diu Hotels around these areas with varying rents which provide accommodation as well as
beautiful sea view.

The tourists can easily find Economy Hotels, Dormitories and Cottage Hotels at Diu which are
available at very reasonable rates and have almost all the normal facilities. Some of the cottage
hotels are also located on the sea shore so that tourists can enjoy the experience of living on the
sea side in budget.

There are a number of 2 Star and 3 Star hotels at Diu which provide the right mix of budget and
services and are a good option for the people who want to have a stay with middle level luxuries.

The tourists can also stay at the Luxury Hotels and lovely Resorts Hotels of Diu which have the
entire recipe to make your stay as comfortable as possible. The rich interiors, comfy upholstered
furniture, Multi Cuisine Dining Areas, Wonderful Beach views, Recreational Areas, Rejuvenating
Spas and Relaxing Walks on the beaches are the gems form the collection of multitude of services
given by these Diu Hotels.

Long evening walks on the golden sandy beach, heart throbbing sunsets and sunrises, fun filled
water sports in the waters of Arabian Sea and much more are the promises Diu makes to the
tourists for their recreation and to give comfort and warmth to their tired bodies after having all done
all these activities, there are cozy and luxurious Diu hotels with lip smacking traditional Mughlai,
Portuguese and Gujarati Dishes and international Cuisine and pampering facilities.

The region has a rich history and has historical INS Khukri Memorial, Foritm-do-Mar and Diu Fort
which are the major attractions for the tourists with historical bend of mind.

So, whether it be a traveler ready to explore India or a person who needs a relaxing vacation,
whether it be a religious person exploring the churches or it be an adventurous spirit who wants to
enjoy the terrific water sports, Diu is ready with all its resources and lovely cozy Diu hotels to give
everybodyâ€™s quest a meaningful surprising result.
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Sanjay Kumar - About Author:
a Diu Hotels is the Best Hotel Deals for Budget, Luxury & Star Hotels in Diu at Discounted Rates.
Book Cheap 
a Diu Hotels at MakeMyTrip.com.
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